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Introduction
In the automated testing, which operations do you still have to perform manually after the build is ready? (multiple answers)

59.8%

Submit bugs to the bug-tracking system
Close fixed bugs in the bug-tracking system

53.9%
52.4%

Launch automated tests
Create reports with test results

44.1%

Install the product under test

35.4%
31.9%

Operate VMs (switch on/off, choose a snapshot)
Copy configuration files on a test machine

25.6%

All of these operations are fully automated
Other

12.6%
3.9%

254 answers

Figure 1: Poorly integrated test infrastructure – top testing activities performed manually during automated testing [Turlo and Safronau 2011]

Software testing is a
knowledge-intensive
task that is driven by
the information flow
generated from the
creativity, motivation
and cooperation of
the involved people.
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Repetitive mechanical activities, manual
steps in automated processes, an unaligned
infrastructure and disruptive workflows
create painful blockers for this information
flow. As some test-related tools have their
own proprietary data-storage approach, the
resulting isolation makes sharing
information increasingly difficult, and tools
that are not aligned properly may lead to
unneeded complexity and manual testrelated activities [Hüttermann 2011].
Hence, the creation of test cases alongside
the corresponding test data is increasingly
supported by model-based testing (MBT) tools.
MBT promises (1) the detection of faults at an
early stage in the development cycle and (2)
reduces the maintenance effort of test scripts
as the test cases are deduced from the model.
Mature processes [van Ewijk 2011] and a smooth
integration of the underlying tools [Turlo &
Safronau 2011] allow test engineers to get rid
of mechanical (test-related) activities and focus
their time on the development of models for
the generation of test cases.

Impacts of an inadequate
software testing
infrastructure
The infrastructure for testing has considerable
influence on the costs for finding and fixing
errant behavior in software. Based on software
developer and user surveys, in the US, the
annual cost of inadequate infrastructure for
software testing is estimated to range from
$22.2 to $59.5 billion. Over half of the costs
are borne by software users in the form of
error avoidance and mitigation activities.
The remaining costs are borne by software
developers; this reflects the additional testing
resources that are consumed due to inadequate
testing tools and methods [NIST 2002].
The authors of [Turlo and Safronau 2011]
present a well-timed survey (see Figure 1)
highlighting that many everyday routine
activities in automated testing are still
performed manually. The results provide
empirical proof of inadequate testing
infrastructure due to a lack of appropriate
integration functionality.
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The online survey on challenges of automated software
testing was provided to 11.895 readers of the testing
blog hosted at www.habrahabr.ru
From May to June 2011, 299 respondents
participated in the survey, offering valuable
insights into the level of maturity of automated
software testing and tool infrastructure in
use. Regarding the job distribution of the
respondents, 49.3% are testers, 15% – test leads,
11,9% – heads of QA/testing departments, 23.8%
– other, mostly software developers. As for the
type of software their organization develop,
65.8% of the participants answered “web”
applications, 58.5% – desktop software, 22.1%
– mobile applications, and 12.4% – embedded
software (the question allowed for multiple
answers). Almost 45% of the respondents
actively use automated tests in the process
carrying out testing and, around 27% use them
occasionally, while the remaining 28% – rarely
or never.
To evaluate the extent of manual effort
expended in automated testing, the participants
were asked to answer the following question:
“During the automated testing, what are the
operations that you still have to perform
manually?” This particular question received 247
answers, - 45 respondents chose to not provide
a response.
According to the poll, only 12.6% of respondents
claim that all the operations related to test
execution are performed automatically in their
organization, i.e., without human intervention.
As Figure 1 shows, the most common tasks
that a tester has to carry out manually are
submitting and closing bugs in the bug tracking
systems (59.8% and 53.9%, respectively),
launching automated tests (52.4%) creating
reports (44.1%), and installing the product under
test (35.4%). As the question allowed for multiple
answers, the total percentage exceeds 100 %.
These routine menial operations, depending
on the number of tests to be executed and the
frequency of new builds, might consume as
much as 25% of tester work time and result
in inefficient use of testing resources.1
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These results along with findings in [NIST 2002]
are evidence of the lack of proper cohesion
between tools and systems used in software
development and testing processes, namely
build machines, versioning control systems,
virtualization servers, bug tracking systems, and
test automation tools. Improving the integration
of the testing tools reliefs the test engineer from
various manual tasks and thus his/her time
and skills can be better allocated, for example,
to making model-based testing (including the
creation of adequate models) an integral part
of the development and test lifecycle.
With the proliferation of test process
improvements we have an instrument for
systematically setting up a test process with
adequate levels of maturity. For example,
leveraging model-based testing requires
establishing a certain maturity regarding
different aspects of the test process [TE 2011,
van Ewijk 2011]. As in enterprise application
integration (EAI), on top of well-defined and
established processes, automation and
integration of tools are most beneficial. This
observation holds true for the test process
as well. Our hypothesis is that applying the
successful integration concepts from the EAI
field [Peischl et al. 2011] and integrating various
testing tools will result in increased efficiency
in software testing [Turlo and Safronau 2011].
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Workflow and practical tips for
integrating MBT in a project
1

Set up
requirements
management

2
Set up test
management

3

Create
model-based
test design

4

Create link
test model –
test script
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3. Create model-based test design

6
Generate
test cases

Execute
test cases
Launch
automated
test run

9
Figure 2:
Workflow for
integrating MBT
into a project

8
Maintain
test cases

7
Create
test report

In this section we describe the steps required
to successfully introduce MBT into your
project and also provide some practical tips.
But before reading on, you should be aware
of the first pre-requisite for applying test
automation in general and MBT in particular:
a well-defined software development process
that guarantees the adequate management
of project tasks, requirements, test artefacts
and change requests. If the process in place is
not at the required maturity level, there is a
strong probability that MBT will not work.

or
Submit
defects

Execute
test cases
manually

Fast and reliable communication channels
between the testers and the rest of the
project team are an essential feature of such
processes (see Figure 2):

1. Set up requirements
management
 pre-requisite for MBT is that the
A
requirements are detailed and clear
enough that a formal model can be derived
from them.
 to use activity diagrams, state diagrams,
Try
usage scenarios etc. instead of plain text.

Make
sure to plan interfaces that can later be
used by test automation tools to access the
system under test.

Also
involve test experts in early reviews in
order to avoid testability problems later on.

2. Set up test management

Based
on the requirements, create a test
structure consisting of test packages and
test cases. Don’t only focus on the required
functions, also plan tests for the nonfunctional requirements.

 proper integration with the test
A
management tool is important, e.g., for
importing information about requirements
and test packages.

Avoid
reusing a model that has also been
used for code generation. If the code and the
tests are generated from the same model,
no deviations will be found! Try to create
a specific model from the testing
perspective instead.

Creating
a test model is a challenging task
that requires many different skills (test design,
abstraction, understanding of requirements,
technical background). Don’t expect end
users to perform this task but employ
specialists instead!

Start
modelling at an abstract level, then add
more detail step by step.

Make
sure that requirements engineers and
software designers are available to clarify any
questions from the test designers.

Pay
attention to the reusability and
maintainability of the model components, e.g.,
use parametrizable building blocks.
 to cover both test data and test sequence
Try
related aspects in your model (e.g. define
equivalence partitions for test data, activity
diagrams for sequences). Finally, connect the
two aspects by specifying which data is used
in which step of the sequence.

4. Create links between the test
model and executable test script
If using a professional test generator that
generates complete scripts (e.g., TEMPPO
Designer), record GUI information and assign
steps to GUI elements.

5. Generate test cases

Choose
test coverage based on model type
and criticality of the associated requirements.

Combine
different test methods to increase
defect detection potential. Use random
generation in addition to systematic methods.

The
integration should make it possible to
transfer the generated test cases directly to
the test management tool.

6. Execute test cases
 some projects, the test generator produces
In
textual instructions for manual testing.
However, more frequently, the test execution
is performed automatically by a tool.

The
test execution tool should be fully
integrated into the test management
framework. It should be possible to start test
runs and store the results automatically from
within the test management tool.

Verify
if the generated test cases work as
expected (GUI object recognition, timing, etc.).
Correct the model where necessary until the
tests are running smoothly.

8. Create test report

The
execution logs created during the test
run have to be transformed into a concise test
report that informs the responsible managers
about the current project status. For MBT
it is important that statistics of the model
coverage are included.

Many
test management tools can generate
such reports, provided that they have
access to all the required data. Again, a good
integration with other tools is important.

9. Maintain test cases
 each new version that has to be tested,
For
the tests have to be adapted and repeated.
 is essential that the test team is informed
It
about all changes in the system under test.
Even small modifications that are invisible to
the user can cause an automated test run
to fail.
If designed properly, only some parts of the
model have to be adapted. Afterwards, all
test cases can be updated automatically by
re-generating them.

7. Submit defects
 cases of deviation from the expected
In
behavior, it has to be determined whether the
problem was really caused by a bug in the
software or conversely by a defect in the
test model.

The
flawless integration between test
execution, test management, and defect
management is necessary to efficiently
submit and resolve new defects.

If using a generator that only produces
abstract keywords, implement an adapter
or a script for each keyword.


Decide
for which test cases model-based
design shall be used. Typical candidates are
tests for requirements that can easily be
formalized as a model.
 some requirements, MBT might not make
For
sense. In addition, don’t forget to plan some
experience-based tests in addition to the
systematic tests. A test model is a good thing
but it cannot replace human experience
and intuition!
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Examples of successful
tool integration
Automated testing
control in action,
Octopus automated
testing control system.

The organization develops a complex customizable platform with hundreds of modules and
agents and multiple configurations. With at least three produced builds per day, stringent quality
requirements and limited testing resources, Applied Systems had an important challenge: to ensure
regression testing is performed on every build. Six years of experience in automated testing and
several attempts later, the company has finally implemented a closed-cycle system, named Octopus,
which will run assigned tests on every produced build without tester intervention.

Task
Premium
Calculation

Let us consider a typical testing infrastructure
of a software development company. Assuming
that the build process is automated, it includes
a build system, a file server, a versioning
control system, a bug-tracking system, a test
automation tool and virtual and/or physical
machines. Integrating these elements of test
infrastructure under a common user interface
(UI) will produce a number of benefits, both
in terms of testing process enhancement and
cost cuttings. The purpose is not to create a
universal infrastructure solution, but rather to
link together existing software applications with
the help of a control system that can automate
interactions between them and provide a single
UI for easy test configuration and management.

The first release of Octopus had interfaces for the software tools used at Applied Systems:
Microsoft® Team Foundation Server 2008 as a build machine, version control system, and defect
management tool, Microsoft® Hyper-V as a virtualization server; and HP QuickTest® and Microsoft®
Visual Studio as test automation tools. In the following version the most popular free software was
added: ThoughtWorks CruiseControl.NET (build system), CollabNet Subversion (version control),
VMware Server 2.0 (virtualization server), Mantis Bug Tracker and Bugzilla (bug tracking systems),
and AutoIt (automation tool). Further plans include expanding this list and supplementing it with
case generation tools.

Building
Block Enter
Insurance
Data

Today in the majority of companies applying
automated testing, these systems and tools
are autonomous, and the parameterization
of test execution is done manually or using
configuration files. When a tester receives a
notification of build completion, he or she starts
preparing the environment: configures virtual
(or physical) machines, copies files, tests and
programs from the file server to a test machine,
and installs the application. Then, the tester runs
a test suite, and reports detected bugs to the
bug tracking system
The attempts of small and medium companies
to realize a testing control system that fully
automates this process are often incomplete
or even fail completely as testing demands
expertise and significant investments. Applied
Systems Ltd., a software services provider for
a leading European manufacturer of emission
analysis and measurement systems, is one of
the organizations demonstrating a success story.

If you are ready to undertake the challenge of realizing a similar solution in your company, take into
account the following key principles for designing its architecture:
Consolidate all tools engaged in testing via application programming interfaces (APIs) in a single
UI. The front-end interface will serve as a convenient proxy for flexible parameterization of
test execution. As a result, the testers will be spared the trouble of adjusting configuration files,
transferring them from one directory to another, and switching between different applications.
From the very beginning, provide for a scalable and expandable architecture of the system for
automated testing control. On the one hand, testing volume is likely to increase over time and
you will need to add more resources like virtual machines; on the other hand, the company might
upgrade to a new version of the bug-tracking system or add a new test automation tool.
To ensure the correct environment for test run execution, enable automatic system recovery
of the test lab. In the case of virtualization, apply snapshoting technology to revert your virtual
machines (VMs) to a specific state of the environment. To roll back a physical machine to a clean
state, utilize the VHD (virtual hard disk) technology.
It is useful if you realize the conversion of test results from “native” format into a well-structured,
uniform cumulative report in HTML format. First, it is easier to quickly view where the bottlenecks
are; second, a manager or customer will be able to access the report without having to install
additional software; third, the results are immediately available at any moment during test
execution.
To ensure closed cycle testing, develop algorithms that perform tasks related to testing: queue
the new builds for testing, launch VMs, prepare the environment, start test scripts, report defects
to the bug tracking system, and generate a test report. Automatic submission of errors is a very
useful feature in data-driven testing where each incorrect result should be registered. All the
events should be logged to make the testing system transparent and to facilitate debugging.
Building your own system for automated testing control is not easy, but the payoff makes it
worthwhile, especially if your company works on long-term projects. The organization will save
time on non-productive tasks, make effective use of limited resources and enjoy improved testing
processes. In the case of Applied Systems, automatic preparation of the environment resulted
in saving two hours of tester time per day via automatic bug submission – at least a minute per
reported defect. The execution of a test run on four concurrent VMs permitted the probing of each
build with regression tests with the same amount of physical and human resources.

Start

Enter
Insurance
Data

Verify
“Premium”
Calculate
Verify
“Error”

Select “Bike”
Start

Select “Car”

Verify
“Male”
HP

Select “Van”

Integrating MBT into the
tool chain, Atos TEMPPO
Designer (IDATG)
While it is relatively easy to find tools for
automated test execution, there are
significantly fewer that focus on test generation.
They can be categorized according to the
method used for test generation: data-oriented
tools and sequence-oriented tools. A tool that
unites both features and can also be easily
integrated into a project’s tool framework
is Atos TEMPPO Designer; this tool was
previously called IDATG (Integrating Design and
Automated Test case Generation).
When the research project IDATG started in
1997 the aim was to develop a simple tool for
facilitating the maintenance of SilkTest® and
WinRunner® scripts for GUI testing. Over the
years, IDATG was steadily expanded to support
an increasing number of test methods and
output formats as well as testing via non-GUI
interfaces. In 2004, IDATG became part of the
test framework of the European Space Agency
ESA (this success story can be found in Dorothy
Graham’s new book “Experiences of Test
Automation” [Graham et al. 2012]).

Interfaces for model creation
Many MBT tools do not have a model editor
of their own, but instead rely on other sources
from which models are imported, however,
reusing models that have not been created with
a focus on testing has several disadvantages.
Quite often such models are not formal enough
(e.g. plain text annotations) or they contain a
lot of information that is irrelevant to testing
while missing important data. To overcome
these problems, TEMPPO Designer (see Figure
3) has a built-in model editor that provides an
independent way of creating test models. It
uses a specific notation that is simple to learn
and focuses on the necessities of testing.
Test sequences are represented as task flow
diagrams that consist of simple test steps (blue)
and parameterizable building blocks (yellow)
that represent reusable sub-sequences of steps.
For GUI testing, steps can be assigned to GUI
objects using the built-in GUI Spy.
Apart from common testing methods
like equivalence partitioning, a number of
innovative test strategies have been developed
for the tool. These include CECIL (Cause-Effect
Coverage Incorporating Linear boundaries)
[Beer & Mohacsi 2008] and a hybrid algorithm
for random testing [Mohacsi & Wallner 2010].

A major drawback of many test generators is
that they only produce abstract test cases that
still require manual completion, for instance
by implementing a script for each keyword.
A distinguishing feature of TEMPPO Designer
is that its output are complete, executable
scripts for a variety of popular test execution
tools including HP QuickTest Professional®
and the Micro Focus tools SilkTest® and
TestPartner®. However, the tool can also be
used for producing test cases that are executed
manually or over via a non-GUI interface.
Integrating model-based testing in a project’s tool landscape
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Figure 3: Task-Flow models in TEMPPO Designer

Interfaces for test execution
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This direct integration between test generation
and execution has proven to be a considerable
advantage in that it delivers a significant
reduction in test maintenance costs; i.e. instead
of having to update each single test script for
every new version of the system under test, it
usually suffices to change a few building blocks
inside TEMPPO Designer and let it generate new
test cases. A case study from an ESA project has
shown that the additional effort for introducing
model-based test automation paid off after only
four test repetitions [Graham et al. 2012].
Interfaces for test management
Integration of test generation with test
and requirements management is equally
important. As its new name suggests, TEMPPO
Designer is a part of the TEMPPO suite that
also includes the test management tool
TEMPPO Test Manager. Information can
be passed in both directions: test structures
and requirements created in Test Manager
are passed to Designer. After the test model
has been created, the generated test cases
are passed back to TEMPPO Test Manager
which ensures proper versioning, traceability,
execution planning, and reporting.
There is an interface for HP Quality Center®
that allows the user to import TEMPPO Test
Designer test cases via Excel. Future plans focus
on an even stronger integration of TEMPPO
Designer with test execution tools, especially
with Ranorex® and HP QuickTest®. For instance,
it will be possible to import and reuse test
sequences and GUI information recorded with
Ranorex® in order to accelerate model creation
and increase the number of supported GUI
technologies even further.
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Conclusion
Integrating GUI test automation,
Ranorex® test automation framework

In this article we discuss the impacts of an
inadequate software testing infrastructure
and show how model-based testing (MBT)
can be efficiently integrated into the tool
landscape of a test project.

The Ranorex® test automation framework is used to automate tests for web-based applications
and client-based applications by simulating user actions through the graphic user interface (GUI).
Ranorex® can easily be integrated into continuous integration systems as Ranorex® Studio creates
an executable from a test suite project (see Figure 4).

It is also possible to run one specific test case, execute a predefined run configuration, and set
global parameters if the test project follows the data driven approach: there are many other options
available when executing the Ranorex® Test Suite using command line arguments.

MBT has gained a solid foundation in recent
years. Nonetheless, in order to fulfil its primary
promise of reducing costs by detecting faults at
an early stage and reducing test maintenance
effort, it is necessary to professionally integrate
MBT with other tools in your project (e.g. for test
control and execution, test management, and
requirements management).

To evaluate the outcome of the test, the integrating system usually examines the return value of
the executable or its output text (e.g. “TEST FAILED” for failure). With Ranorex® the return value
“0” signals the successful execution of the test script and a return value of “-1” signals a failure in
execution. Additionally, each test run can be accompanied by an XML-based report file providing
detailed information for each single step executed within a test case.

Our survey indicates that poorly integrated test
infrastructure prevents professional testers from
focusing their activities on more intellectual
tasks such as the creation of models for
generating test cases.

This executable can be triggered to run by the system integrating the Ranorex® test.

Professional tool
integration will free
test engineers from
burdensome manual
activities, thus
paving the way for
maximizing the
benefits from MBT
in your test project.

We summarize the key factors that have to be
taken into account for integration and point
out successful integration scenarios relating to
three concrete tools:

Integrating System

 model-based test design and generation
the
tool TEMPPO Designer (IDATG)
 system for automated testing control
the
known as Octopus
the Ranorex® GUI test automation tool.

examine
return value of
execution

start exe with
command line
arguments

Test Suite Executable
Figure 4: Integration of (generated) test cases with Ranorex® Test Automation Suite
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